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Before we begin:

Workplace testing – setting the scene
• 4-step plan to ease lockdown in England published February ’21
• Re-opening the economy means returning to the workplace
• There remains a need to control for transmission of COVID-19
• An employer owes statutory duties requiring it to reduce the risk of
transmission in the workplace to the lowest reasonably practicable level*.
*It is at least arguable that the HSWA does not apply to community transmission within the workplace – but applicability assumed for the
purposes of this talk.

Workplace testing – what is it?
•

A voluntary Government spear-headed initiative to introduce asymptomatic testing in the
workplace via its National Workplace Testing scheme (“NWT”).

•

DHSC guidance: Coronavirus (COVID-19) workplace testing: guidance for private-sector
employers and third-party healthcare provider

•

Annex A: a supplementary guide for private-sector employers and third-party providers who want
to offer workplace testing for asymptomatic employees

•
•

Voluntary, “It is a voluntary decision for employers to run testing programmes for their staff.”
But encouraged, “We want as many employers as possible to sign up to regularly test their
employees.”

Workplace testing – what is it?
• Testing for COVID-19 in asymptomatic persons;
• Various test types are available;
• Government operating a centralised National Workplace Testing scheme (“NWT”)
for organisations with 50> employees, utilising Lateral Flow Testing (“LFT”);
• LFT is an oral/nasal swab, can be self-administered under supervision;
• 30 minute results, no lab required (same day notification of results);
• Variable accuracy reported: 48% - 78%;
• 2x weekly tests are recommended;
• If using NWT, employees sign up directly and are notified of results within 1 day
via electronic message, employees will then inform employer of a positive result

Workplace testing – what it is not
“…a replacement for other important measures such as social
distancing, good personal hygiene and optimal ventilation
requirements”
COVID-secure guidance still the standard to meet

Workplace testing – is it a requirement?
Not explicitly stated that it is required in any guidance or legislation
So, arguably no, unless…
1.

Will testing further reduce risk of transmission in the workplace?
• Consider if it will enhance any part of your existing measures required under COVID Secure guidance.

2. Is it reasonably practicable for you to implement testing?
• DHSC guidance:
• Option 1: Set up your own testing regime (‘DIY’ option)
• Option 2: Third party provider
• Option 3: utilise community testing through local authority (<50 employees only)
…then arguably yes, to meet your statutory health and safety duties.

Implementation – legal considerations
Legal obligations and checklists to assist compliance are in Annexes A and B to the DHSC guidance.
•

H&S - review and update your COVID-19 risk assessment; consult the workforce ahead of
developing and implementing testing; document the arrangements in a policy.

•

Employment law and Equality Act considerations:
• Mandatory or voluntary testing?
• Avoid a blanket policy

•

GDPR and DPA 2018 compliance – Data Protection Impact Assessment
• Process data lawfully, fairly and transparently; limit processing to data which is ‘necessary’
• Special category data:
• Lawful basis for processing: legitimate interests (not consent)
• Special category data condition: employment; public health.

Resources
• DHSC Guidance on workplace testing for private sector employers
• Annex A: Testing guidance for private sector employers (Options 1 and 2)
• Annex B: Employer’s legal obligations

• DHSC List of third-party providers who have self-declared as meeting
DHSC standards
• Registration for National Workplace Testing
• ICO Guidance – Coronavirus Recovery: data protection advice for
organisations (Testing)

Vaccinations – will they be compulsory?
Would require an Act of Parliament to make vaccination compulsory
• Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984
45E Medical treatment
(1) Regulations under section 45B or 45C may not include provision
requiring a person to undergo medical treatment.
(2) “Medical treatment” includes vaccination and other prophylactic
treatment.

Current rhetoric
“There will be no compulsory vaccinations, that’s not the way we do things in
this country” Boris Johnson PM
“Professional expectation, very strongly in my view, is that professional
medical and social care staff should take it” Professor Chris Whitty, CMO
“… in a modern liberal democracy, the state cannot and should not force
someone to put something into their body, nor should it introduce punitive
measures against those who refuse to do so.” Elliot Colburn MP

Other legal & ethical issues
• Consent to treatment
• Human Rights Act 1998
• Article 2 (protection of the right to life), Article 3 (prohibition of torture and
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment), Article 5 (the right to liberty
and security), Article 8 (the right to respect for private and family life), Article 9
(freedom of thought, conscience and religion),

• Equality Act 2010
• Belief means any religious or philosophical belief and a reference to belief
includes a reference to a lack of belief.

Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
• Do employees have a statutory obligation: Section 7 - Health and Safety at
Work Act 1974?
“General duties of employees at work.
It shall be the duty of every employee while at work—
(a) to take reasonable care for the health and safety of himself and of other persons
who may be affected by his acts or omissions at work; and
(b) as regards any duty or requirement imposed on his employer or any other person by
or under any of the relevant statutory provisions, to co-operate with him so far as is
necessary to enable that duty or requirement to be performed or complied with.”

Nudging?
• Contractual requirement
• E.g. Hepatitis immunisations for surgeons
• Care Home Groups – for new staff
• Current staff – need agreement?

• Pubs and restaurants introducing requirements?
• International travel – vaccine passports

Your views?

Unlikely
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